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Abstract – Recurrence plot based time series analysis is widely used to study changes and tran-
sitions in the dynamics of a system or temporal deviations from its overall dynamical regime.
However, most studies do not discuss the significance of the detected variations in the recurrence
quantification measures. In this letter we propose a novel method to add a confidence measure to
the recurrence quantification analysis. We show how this approach can be used to study signifi-
cant changes in dynamical systems due to a change in control parameters, chaos-order as well as
chaos-chaos transitions. Finally we study and discuss climate transitions by analysing a marine
proxy record for past sea surface temperature.
This paper is dedicated to the 25th anniversary of the introduction of recurrence plots.

Introduction. – In the November issue of EPL in
1987, Eckmann et al. proposed the recurrence plot as a
tool to get easily insights into even high-dimensional dy-
namical systems [1,2]. Over the last 25 years, their paper
has “led to an active field, with many ramifications [these
authors] certainly had not anticipated” [3]. Starting from
the visual concept of recurrence plots (RPs), different sta-
tistical and quantification approaches have been added,
like recurrence quantification (RQA), dynamical invari-
ants from RPs, and recurrence networks [2,4–6]. 25 years
after Eckmann’s seminal paper, RPs and related methods
are widely accepted tools for data analysis in various disci-
plines, as in physics [7] and chemistry [8], but also for real
world systems as in life science [9,10], engineering [11,12],
earth science [13], or finance and economy [14–16]. This
interdisciplinary success is not only caused by the attrac-
tive appearance of RPs but also by the simplicity of the
method [17]. Based on RPs, we can study the dynamics,
transitions, or synchronisation of complex systems [1,2,5].
In particular, such transitions can be uncovered from a
changing recurrence structure. The different aspects of

recurrences can be inferred by measures of complexity,
also known as recurrence quantification analysis (RQA).
Although these measures are often applied on real data
and interpreted as indicators of a change of the system’s
dynamics, a statistical evaluation of the results was not
yet satisfiably addressed. An early attempt has suggested
to use a specific model class (e.g., auto-correlated noise)
corresponding to the null-hypothesis and then testing the
RQA results against such models [18]. For a general test of
how significant the value of certain RQA measures (in par-
ticular determinism DET and laminarity LAM) is, a test
distribution was derived using binomial distributions [19].
In order to compare time-dependent RQA measures of dif-
ferent observations, a bootstrap approach was introduced
[20]. However, we still miss a method which can derive
the important significance level of dynamical transitions
within one dynamical system as indicated by RQA. With-
out providing some statement on the confidence of RQA
results, any conclusions drawn from RQA might remain
questionable [21].

In this letter we propose a method which calculates the
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confidence level for the most important, line-based RQA
measures. We pick up the idea of bootstrapping [20] and
develop a new algorithm allowing for gaining confidence
in RQA based dynamical transition analysis. Using this
approach we for the first time are able to provide a sig-
nificance statement for detected transitions of not only
qualitatively different systems dynamics based on RQA
but using only a single observation. This will enable us
to interpret the results of RQA in a more reliable way in
the future research and, hence, will further increase the
potentials and acceptance of RQA.

Recurrence Quantification Analysis. – A RP
tests for the pair-wise closeness of all possible pairs of
states (~xi, ~xj) in an m-dimensional phase space, Ri,j =
Θ (ε− d(~xi, ~xj)), with Θ as the Heaviside function, ε as a
threshold for closeness [5,22], and i, j = 1, . . . , N where N
is the number of observed states. The closeness d(~xi, ~xj)
can be measured in different ways, using, e.g., spatial dis-
tance, string metric or local rank order [5]. Most often,
the spatial distance using maximum or Euclidean norm
d(~xi, ~xj) = ‖~xi − ~xj‖ is used. Then, the binary recur-
rence matrix R contains the value one for all close pairs
‖~xi − ~xj‖ < ε. A phase space trajectory can be recon-
structed from a time series by time delay embedding [23].

Similar evolving epochs of the phase space trajectory
cause diagonal structures parallel to the main diagonal in
the RP [5]. The length of such diagonal line structures
depends on the dynamics of the system (periodic, chaotic,
stochastic) and can be directly related with dynamically
invariant properties, like K2 entropy [5]. Therefore, the
distribution P (l) of line lengths l is used by several RQA
measures in order to characterise the system’s dynamics
[5]. Here we focus on the measure determinism (DET),
which is the fraction of recurrence points forming diag-
onal structures, DET =

∑N
l=lmin

l P (l)/
∑N

l=1 l P (l). A
minimal length lmin defines a diagonal line [5].

Slowly changing states, as occuring during laminar
phases (intermittency), cause vertical structures in the
RP. Therefore, the distribution P (v) of line lengths v is
used to quantify the laminar phases occuring in a system.
Similar to DET, the measure laminarity (LAM) is defined
as the fraction of the recurrence points forming vertical
structures, LAM =

∑N
v=vmin

v P (v)/
∑N

v=1 v P (v) [9].

The later discussed approach will not only be applicable
to these two measures DET and LAM, but to all line based
RQA measures, including recurrence time based measures
[24].

In order to study time dependent behaviour of a sys-
tem or data series, we compute these RQA measures us-
ing a moving window, applied on the time series. The
window has size w and is moved with a step size s over
the data in such a way that succeeding windows overlap
with w − s. This technique was successfully applied to
detect chaos-period transitions [25], but also more subtle
ones such as chaos-chaos transitions [9], or different kinds
of transitions between strange non-chaotic behaviour and

period or chaos [26]. It is applicable to real world data,
as demonstrated for the study of, e.g., cardiac variability
[27], brain activity [28], changes in finance markets [29]
or thermodynamic transitions in corrosion processes [12].
However, all these applications miss a clear significance
statement.

With respect to our goal of a transition detection in
the dynamical system, we formulate the following null-
hypothesis H0: The dynamics of a system X does not
change over time, thus, the recurrence structure does not
change and the RQA measure M of such a system will
therefore be distributed around an unknown, but non-zero
mean µ(M) with unknown variance σ(M).

For completely random systems the expected distribu-
tion of some RQA measures can be modeled [19]. How-
ever, for complex real systems it cannot be assumed that
the underlying recurrence structure is completely random
but rather features a certain recurrence structure at all
times. A dynamical transition in the system changes the
recurrence structure and, hence, the RQA measures. If the
impact of the transition is large enough, it will push the
RQA measure M out of its normal range. The deviation
from this normal range can be considered as significant if
the observed value of M(t) at time point t is outside of a
predefined interquantile range such as [α/2, 1− α/2].

Variance estimation by bootstrapping. – In or-
der to test for significant deviations from the unknown
mean of the data, we first have to estimate the variance
of the RQA measures in question. To do so, we intro-
duce a bootstrap approach in the calculation of the RQA
measures [30]. Bootstrapping is a conceptually simple yet
powerful statistical tool to estimate the variance of statis-
tical parameters, such as the mean, even if the underlying
distribution is unknown. Since we cannot assume that the
distributions of line lengths P (l) and P (w) follow a known
probability distribution, we use this advantage of the boot-
strap approach to estimate the confidence bounds of the
RQA measures M which rely on these distributions. We
will use bootstrap resampling to create a test distribution
of the RQA measures from which we can then estimate the
overall mean and variance of those measures and, finally,
to formulate the important significance statement.

The time dependent RQA analysis is based on moving
windows, shifted over the time series, and calculating the
RP within these windows. For each of the Nw time steps of
the moving window t (t = w/2, 3w/2, 5w/2, . . . , N−w/2),
i.e., for different time points, we get the local RPs with
n(t) diagonal lines and then calculate the corresponding
local histograms of diagonal lines Pt(l). The time depen-
dent RQA measures M(t) (e.g., M(t) = DET (t) are cal-
culated from Pt(l).

In order to estimate a general distribution of the RQA
measures following our null-hypothesis H0, we suggest the
following procedure. All local histograms Pt(l) are merged
together in order to get an overall histogram and thus a
statistical average of the recurrence structure of the sys-
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tem, i.e., we bootstrap from the unification

P̂ (l) =
∑
t

Pt(l) (1)

of the local histograms. We draw n̄ recurrence structures
(i.e. diagonal lines) from P̂ (l). The number n̄ of drawings
is the mean number of recurrence structures n(t) contained
in the local distributions Pt(l),

n̄ =
1

Nw

N−w/2∑
t=w/2

n(t) =
1

Nw

N−w/2∑
t=w/2

N∑
l=1

Pt(l). (2)

From the resulting empirical distribution P (l)∗, we com-
pute the corresponding RQA measure, say in our case
DET. By repeating this procedure B times (e.g. B =
1, 000), we get the test distribution for DET, say F (DET ).
By calculation of the α-quantiles of the distribution
F (DET ), we derive the confidence intervals of DET which
can be used to statistically infer the significance of the
changes of DET (t), and thus the observed transitions.

Illustration of the method. – We illustrate the pro-
posed statistical test on two model systems: (1) a linear
autocorrelated process and (2) a nonlinear process, both
for changing parameters.

(1) Our first example is an autocorrelated stochastic sig-
nal with changing properties, i.e., an autoregressive pro-
cess of order 2

xi = a1x(i− 1) + a2x(i− 2) + bξ(i) (3)

with a1 = 1.80, a2 = −0.972 and b = 0.64. After time step
1,300, the AR coefficients slightly change to a1 = 1.85,
a2 = −0.917 and b = 0.76 for 500 time steps. Afterwards
these coefficients are changed back to the initial values.
With this procedure the signal contains a short epoch of
slightly changed dynamics (Fig. 1A).

Next we compute the RQA measures DET and LAM
from this data series (no embedding) using windows of size
w = 200 and with a step size of s = 25. The threshold ε is
chosen for each window separately to preserve a constant
recurrence rate of 7.5% [22]. The bootstrap resampling is
then applied using 1,000 resamplings. As we expect in the
window of increased auto-correlation a larger number of
diagonal and vertical lines, we will only consider the upper
confidence level.

The DET measure reveals a high number of diagonal
lines in the RP. Before time 1,300 and after time 1,800,
DET values vary between 0.25 and 0.3. This coincides
with the moderate auto-correlation of the process. Be-
tween the time 1,300 and 1,800, DET shows an increase
and exceeds the confidence interval of 0.31, correspond-
ing to a 99% confidence level. Similar, LAM varies be-
fore and after the inset of changed dynamics at a lower
level (LAM ≈ 0.3) and increases within the period be-
tween time 1,300 and 1,800 up to LAM ≈ 0.55 due to
its increased persistence. This increase of DET and LAM
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Fig. 1: (Colour online) (A) Autocorrelated process with slight
transitions of the parameters between time 1,300 and 1,800
(shaded region). Corresponding RQA measures (B) determin-
ism DET and (C) laminarity LAM, indicating the epoch of
changed dynamics in the autocorrelated process between 1,300
and 1,800 (shaded area) by an increasing of their values. This
increase exceeds the 99% confidence interval (dashed line) as
derived by the proposed bootstrapping approach.

confirms the further increase of the auto-correlation of the
considered process within this epoch.

(2) To test whether the proposed method is also capa-
ble of providing a quanatitative statement of more sub-
tle changes in dynamics, like chaos-order and chaos-chaos
transitions, we use a modified logistic map with mutual
transitions [25]

xi+1 = a(i)x(i)(1− x(i)) (4)

with the control parameter a in the range [3.9200 3.9335]
with increments of ∆a = 2.5 10−7. Using this intervall
we find for a = [3.92221 3.92227] a period-7 window, for
a = [3.93047 3.93050] a period-8 window and at a broad
range around a = 3.928 . . . intermittency (Fig. 2). Again,
for these kind of dynamical transitions we can expect in-
creased values of DET and LAM, hence, we only need to
consider the upper confidence level.

Next we compute the RQA measures DET and LAM
from this data series (no embedding) using windows of size
w = 250 and with a step size of s = 250. The threshold ε
is chosen for each window separately in order to preserve
a constant recurrence rate of 5%. As a line structure we
consider each line with a length of at least two points,
i.e. lmin = vmin = 2.

The measure DET shows for the periodic windows at
a = [3.92221 3.92227] and a = [3.93047 3.93050] maxima
[9]. The periodic behaviour of the system causes only long
diagonal lines, resulting in high values of DET. In contrast,
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Fig. 2: (A) Logistic map with chaos-period and chaos-chaos
transitions for control parameter a = [3.9200 3.9335] and
corresponding RQA measures (B) DET and (C) LAM. For
a = [3.92221 3.92227] we have a period-7 window, for a =
[3.93047 3.93050] a period-8 window and at a broad range
around a = 3.928 intermittency (marked with shaded area).
(B) and (C) 99% significance levels are shown as dash-dotted
lines.

LAM shows high values only for the region of intermit-
tency around a = 3.928 . . . . In this region, the system
has slowly changing, laminar states [9]. For the proposed
bootstrapping approach, we use 1,000 resamplings in or-
der to construct the test statistics. As the 99%-quantile
we find for DET q0.99 = 0.74 and for LAM q0.99 = 0.04.
These values provide the 99% confidence level for DET
and LAM. Thus, the two maxima of DET in the periodic
windows are significant on a 99% level ( p < 0.01). For
LAM we find several significant high values of 99% signif-
icance in the region of intermittency around a = 3.928.
This is due to the longer range of intermittent behaviour
in this region of the control parameter a.

Application to real world data. – The climate sys-
tem is a highly complex one which has undergone various
transitions in the past. The investigation of relationships
between sea surface temperature (SST) and specific cli-
mate responses, like the Asian monsoon system or the
thermohaline circulation in the Atlantic, represents an im-
portant scientific challenge for understanding the global
climate system, its mechanisms, and its related variability.
In palaeoclimatology, different archives are used to recon-
struct and study climate conditions of the past, as lake [18]
and marine sediments [31] or speleothemes [32]. Alkenone
remnants in the organic fraction of marine sediments, pro-
duced by phytoplankton, can be used to reconstruct SST
of the past, allowing to study the temperature variabil-

ity of the oceans [33]. Here we will use a marine record
from the Ocean Drilling Programme (ODP) derived from
a drilling in the Arabian see, ODP site 722. This record
provides alkenone based reconstructed SST in the realm of
the Asian monsoon system for the past 3.3 Ma (Fig. 3A)
[31]. During this epoch, a dramatic climate change hap-
pened by two steps of global cooling [31]. The first step
between 3.0 and 2.5 Ma coincides with the high-latitude
Northern Hemisphere glaciation. The second step of cool-
ing occurred between 2.0 and 1.5 Ma and is related with
a continuous cooling of the subtropical oceans but a sta-
tionary high-latitude climate. Some mechanisms of these
global-scale climate changes are known and coincide with
a transition to an obliquity-driven climate variability with
a 41 ka period after 2.8–2.7 Ma [31], a shift from that cli-
mate variability (with high-latitude glaciation) to glacial-
interglacial cycles with a 100 ka period after a transition
period between 1.25 and 0.7 Ma [34], and the development
of the Walker circulation at 1.9–1.5 Ma [35]. The RQA
and the proposed significance test are promising tools to
analyze the alkenone SST record of the ODP site 722.

The original time series of ODP 722 is not equally sam-
pled. Therefore, we interpolate it to a time series with
sampling period of 2 ka. For performing the RQA we use
a time delay embedding with dimension m = 3 and delay
τ = 2. The threshold is chosen to preserve a constant
recurrence rate of 7.5%. The bootstrapping is performed
using 1,000 resamplings. In this real world example, we
use a reduced confidence level of 95%. As we do not know
which kinds of dynamical transition are there, we will con-
sider both the upper and the lower confidence level.

The RQA measures DET and LAM reveal various sig-
nificantly high and low values as summarised in Fig. 3 and
Tab. 1.

Around 3.0 Ma ago, a long-lasting period of warm cli-
mate with a permanent El Niño came to an end. This
general change from a warm climate towards a more vari-
able and cooler one is clearly indicated by a change from
low to high DET and LAM values.

The first cooling phase between 3.0 and 2.5 Ma is well
indicated by high values of the measure DET which can
be considered to reflect an increase in regularity and auto-
correlation of the system. The rapid onset of the Northern
Hemisphere glaciation between 2.8 and 2.7 Ma is marked
by an increase of LAM, corresponding to an intermit-
tent behaviour. The fact that DET and, thus, the auto-
correlation increased before the intermittent behaviour
can be understood as a critical slowing down of the dy-
namics as it is typical for tipping points [36]. The increase
of DET might, therefore, be an indication that the climate
system reached a tipping point at 3.0–2.9 Ma, leading to
the regime change of Northern Hemisphere glaciation.

Between 2.4 and 2.3 Ma, DET and LAM decreased, re-
vealing a short period of more irregular and stochastic
variability. This might be an indication for a transition
between two different regimes. This transition was not
yet found in palaeoclimate literature, but is confirmed by
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Fig. 3: (A) Alkone SST record of ODP site 722, and corre-
sponding (B) DET and (C) LAM measures (95% confidence
bounds are shown with blue dash-dotted lines). The transition
to (1) the Northern Hemisphere glaciation, the (2) intensifica-
tion of the Walker circulation, and (3) the transition phase from
glaciation to glacial-interglacial cycles are marked by shaded
areas.

another study also using a nonlinear measure for transi-
tion detection [37].

The period of the development of the Walker circulation
between 1.9 and 1.5 Ma is marked by an increase in both,
DET and LAM.

The transition period from the glaciation regime with
dominant 41 ka cycle to the glacial-interglacial regime with
100 ka cycle is marked by a significant decrease of the
measures DET and LAM. This corresponds to a phase of
less regularity or more stochastic variability of the SST.

Further high values in DET and LAM occur at around
2.0 Ma and between 0.75 and 0.5 Ma. At 2.0 Ma, a re-
organization of subtropical and tropical ocean circulation
begun which was triggered by high-latitude cooling and its
impact on deepwater formation. Between 0.75 and 0.5 Ma,
the sensitivity of the high-latitude climate response to so-
lar forcing reached its maximum [35]. This is consistent
with recent findings of a coherence between solar forcing
and climate variability in this region during this period
[37].

The transitions found correspond to dynamical tran-
sitions caused by different changes in climate. The re-
currence based analysis can not only detect these transi-

tions but also provide additional information about the cli-
mate transitions, whose onsets are, at least partly, known
[37,38].

Conclusion. – We have introduced a bootstrap based
approach for providing confidence levels for line-based re-
currence quantification measures, which are related to dy-
namical properties (like Lyapunov exponent or K2 en-
tropy). Using this technique, we are able to investigate
changing dynamics by RQA and can, for the first time,
provide confidence levels for the variation of the RQA
measures and, thus, the changed dynamics. We have
shown the potential of the approach by studying dynam-
ical changes in an auto-correlated process and for chaos-
order and chaos-chaos transitions. These examples have
also demonstrated the importance of considering confi-
dence intervals, as fluctuations in the RQA measures can
be misinterpreted if the overall variance of these measures
is not taken into consideration.

The application of our approach on sea surface tem-
perature variability of the past has demonstrated that re-
currence based analysis provides new insights in known
palaeo-climate changes. Recurrence properties can be help
for a better understanding of the mechanisms of the tran-
sitions between different climate regimes.

25 years after the introduction of recurrence plots by
Eckmann et al. [1], the development of this technique still
continues. With our paper we would like to honor the sem-
inal work by these authors, but would also like to empha-
size that the calculation of confidence levels for the RQA
measures is an important requirement for the method to
get widely accepted. It is highly desirable that future re-
search using RQA comes along with corresponding confi-
dence levels.
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